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A MESSAGE FROM KEN

It’s an exciting time at Delta Hotels and Resorts! We are in the 
midst of the most dramatic brand and portfolio transformation 
in Delta’s history.  
 

One of my first priorities when I joined Delta in September 2012 
was to set a plan for our future. We quickly got to work assembling 
a cross-functional team to review and analyze all of the internal and 
external factors that are impacting our organization - leading to the 
development of a new roadmap. Throughout this extensive review, 
employees from every area and level of the organization were asked 
to contribute, making the development of our strategic plan a truly 
inclusive process. I’m pleased to share with you the direction that 
we have all helped to shape. 

 
The five-year strategic plan is based on the foundation that Delta is undergoing a major 
transformation to reposition itself as a four-star, full-service hotel chain. Some difficult 
decisions have been made in the short term that will ensure alignment with our strategic plan in 
the long term: we said goodbye to Delta Chelsea in Toronto and Delta Centreville in Montreal. 
In the Toronto market we are also actively seeking an exit for Toronto Airport West, while 
welcoming our new flagship hotel, Delta Toronto at Southcore Financial Centre, in late 2014.  
 
The world around us is changing rapidly and we are confident that our strategic plan will exceed 
the expectations of guests, leading to increased satisfaction, profitability and growth. It will 
transform Delta into the leading four-star, full-service brand in Canada. As a stronger brand, 
everyone will benefit: higher returns for owners, expansion for the corporation, and more career 
opportunities and development for our colleagues. Our strategies, objectives and initiatives will 
continue to be reviewed regularly to ensure they meet our owners’ objectives and adapt to the 
changing competitive and economic environment.  
 
The future is bright at Delta. Together, with a thoughtful and focused plan, we will make it happen. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Ken Greene, President and CEO
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Planning begins with creating a road map. Delta’s vision, mission and values, set out below, 
express in broad terms the company’s sense of purpose, its aspirational goals and the 
principles that will guide our future activities. In a process that involved a cross-section of 
Delta colleagues, our vision, mission and values were refreshed to align with the company 

that we are becoming. These are the new guiding principles that dictate who we are, how we interact 
with each other, how we set our collective goals, and how we treat our guests and hotel owners.

 DELTA’S BRAND VISION  
 
Delta Hotels and Resorts will be a leading player in the hospitality industry that attracts 
valued owners, passionate employees, and loyal guests. We will exceed expectations! 

 DELTA’S BRAND MISSION  
 
1. Be the best four-star, full-service hotel brand in Canada. 
2. Drive our growth in new and innovative ways. 
3. Exceed expectations! 
  a. Dedicate ourselves to create loyal Guests in every segment in which  
   we serve. 
  b. Strive to provide our Owners with an industry leading return on their  
   investment. 
  c. Promote an engaged workplace that inspires our Talent.  
4. Operate a well governed enterprise that is socially responsible to our communities  
 and environment.

 DELTA’S BRAND VALUES 
 
We are one team.  
We respect each other.   
We always act with integrity. 
We are passionate about what we do.  
We are active leaders in our local communities. 

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES



Delta’s refreshed vision, mission and values 
point us in the direction where we want to 
go; a SWOT analysis helped us in gaining an  
in-depth understanding of the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats that we need 
to leverage or mitigate to help us get there. To ensure 
that we gathered the most comprehensive view of our 
company, the strategic planning committee conducted 
50 SWOT sessions with individuals and groups from the 
corporate office, regional offices and hotels across the 
country.  
 
Everyone had important contributions to make and 
common trends emerged early on. The committee 
pulled together all the material from the interview 
process and arranged it according to the most common 
themes. Here’s what you had to say:

SWOT 
ANALYSIS
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STRENGTHS

1.  Canadian company with over 6,000 team  
 members makes Delta attractive to Canadian  
 consumers
2.  A guest focused culture 
3.  Reputation for being the leading hotel  
 management company in Canada
4.  Strong domestic distribution of hotels among  
 full-service competitors
5.  Committed brand owner (bcIMC) with  
 significant hotel investment in key strategic  
 markets
6.  Lower barriers to entry in key markets vs.  
 our competitors due to bcIMC and their affiliate  
 relationships
7.  Largest sales force in Canada (over 100)
8.  Strong relationships with third-party owners
9.  Owned portfolio provides brand credibility with  
 third-party owners and strengthens the "Delta  
 story"

WEAKNESSES

1.  Current corporate structure lacks alignment and  
 compromises efficiency
2.  Fiscal responsibility and accountability is not a  
 consistent priority
3.  Lack of clearly defined revenue and loyalty  
 strategies
4.  We do not leverage the benefits that come with  
 our size and distribution
5.  Lack of global and multi segment distribution  
 limits our ability to take advantage of certain  
 consumer segments
6.  We do not think and act like a brand (we have  
 been a tired “dusty” brand)
7.  Brand inconsistencies: portfolio product, quality  
 and service delivery due to lack of complete  
 brand standards, product quality assurance  
 program and enforcement
8.  Lack of clearly defined portfolio food and  
 beverage strategy

OPPORTUNITIES
1.  Optimize Delta’s four-star, full-service  
 presence throughout Canada
2.  Steal market share from our competitors
3.  Implement new growth opportunities
4.  Explore and develop external partnerships to  
 grow revenue, loyalty, and increase customer  
 base
5.  Leverage third-party technologies to improve  
 efficiency
6.  Develop best in class food and beverage  
 strategies
7.  Ability to convert Delta name recognition into  
 strong brand awareness and loyalty
8.  Enhance brand value proposition to drive  
 increased fee structures
9.  Maximize corporate sales outside Canada to  
 drive inbound travellers to Delta

THREATS
1.  Our competition has a stronger brand-value  
 proposition
2.  Long term sustainability of the four-star, full  
 service hotel model
3.  Significant changes in consumer trends
4.  Talent shortage
5.  Sustained economic downturn

KEY FINDING:
Delta needs to think and act more like a brand.
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Our vision, mission and values set the direction for Delta. To get where we want to 
be, corporate office developed a plan that identifies five areas of strategic focus, as 
shown in the strategic pyramid below. 
 

 
 Outlined on the following pages are a number of specific strategies that have been crafted 
for each of the five areas, the associated concrete objectives, and some near-term initiatives that 
the corporate office has already launched in order to move towards our targeted goals. 

THE CORPORATE  
STRATEGIC PLAN

Brand Repositioning

Real Estate 

Profitability

Talent

Growth

 OUR FIVE STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS:



STRATEGY # 1:
COMPLETE DELTA’S REPOSITIONING AS THE LEADING FOUR-STAR,  
FULL-SERVICE BRAND IN CANADA 

OBJECTIVES:
1. Implement Delta’s repositioning action plan for each current market and property
2. Implement a quality assurance process to measure and enforce product and operating brand
 standards
3. Develop and deploy a transformational brand marketing plan to support the new brand
 positioning ("New Delta")
4. Complete a comprehensive set of product and operating standards for all hotels and resorts
5. Develop and initiate a brand food and beverage strategy

STRATEGY # 2:
OPTIMIZE THE OWNED REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO

OBJECTIVES:
1.  Focus on creating and extracting value from the existing portfolio
2.  Improve capital planning, execution, and accountability processes and structure
3.  Manage risk and mitigate portfolio impact
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STRATEGY # 3:
MAXIMIZE PROFITABILITY

OBJECTIVES:
MARKETING AND SALES:
1.  Optimize Marketing and Sales resources and spend at Corporate, Regional, and Property 
 levels to increase RevPAR penetration
2.  Elevate Delta Privilege from a recognition to a loyalty program to increase membership, room 
 nights and revenue per stay
3.  Implement a comprehensive revenue management strategy to drive room nights
4.  Leverage third party relationships to extend Delta's brand reach and acquire and retain new 
 customers 

OPERATIONS:
5.  Build on our service culture to be the leader of the four-star, full-service segment
6.  Ensure long-term profitability and relevance of our food & beverage offerings

SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURE:
7.  Create an effective and scalable organizational structure at Corporate, Regional and Hotel levels
8.  Implement technology to support overall business strategy
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STRATEGY # 4: 
COMPLETE THE DEPLOYMENT OF DELTA’S TALENT STRATEGY 

OBJECTIVES:
1.  Attract best in class talent to drive Delta’s brand strategy
2.  Champion an engaged culture to sustain our competitive talent advantage
3.  Continue to build talent capability to support brand growth
4.  Embed a culture of shared accountability with all leaders for the talent agenda
5.  Achieve high retention levels to support brand consistency and profitability strategies

STRATEGY # 5:
GROW DELTA

OBJECTIVES:
1. Maximize all Canadian growth opportunities in four-star, full-service segment
2. Evaluate all other growth and expansion opportunities
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2014 INITIATIVE EXAMPLES
BRAND REPOSITIONING INITIATIVES:

    Requirements

REAL ESTATE INITIATIVES:

 
 asset investment 

PROFITABILITY INITIATIVES:

 improve efficiencies, increase integration, and increase ADR and RevPAR   

TALENT INITIATIVES:

GROWTH INITIATIVES:



HOTEL STRATEGIC PLANS 

While the corporate strategic plan sets the tone for overall planning at Delta, we realize 
that it is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Our goal is to have a strategic plan for each 
business unit that fully aligns with corporate goals and focuses on the specific activities 
and measures that each hotel can achieve to contribute to overall success.

STRATEGY MAP

The strategy map below is central to the planning process; the compass that will ensure 
alignment. It outlines the competencies we need, the processes we will focus on, and 
the perspectives of our guests and hotel owners. Each hotel can use the map to guide 
development of a hotel-level plan with a focus on where the biggest impact can be achieved. 

We are a large company spanning every province in Canada; this map will help us understand that we 
are all on the same journey together.



The chart below represents our collective goal, as stated in our mission: We will be the 
best in Canada at what we do. It’s a bold statement, but one that we are committed to 
achieving together. This means more than just surpassing our competition. By focusing on 
the strategy map and applying our aligned strategies to overall company improvement, we 

will not only distinguish ourselves from other hotel brands: there will be no comparison! 

Strategies and objectives alone will not lead us to success. It will take dedication and effort 
from all of us to make our product increasingly consistent across the country. Our goal is to 
improve our reputation for providing the best guest service, and to attract additional talent 
and keep each other engaged and motivated. All of this will build business and returns for 

our hotels and fuel the continued growth of the Delta brand. This success will be achieved – and 
can only be achieved – together. Each of us must be committed to working together to achieve our 
common goal.

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE 



CONCLUSION

The strategic plan summary sets out for all of us - shareholder, owners and colleagues - an 
understanding of who we are, where we are headed and how we will get there. It defines our 
ambitious mission and vision and affirms our core values. Based on an assessment of what 
Delta has already achieved and where Delta stands today, the corporate plan focuses on five 

key strategic areas where we can take direct, practical steps forward. 
 
The planning process addresses the entire company and its success depends on your understanding 
and efforts. Our plans will not list every activity that Delta will undertake over the coming five years, 
nor will they represent a set of rigid directives. Our strategic planning must be flexible enough to 
adapt to the changing needs and objectives of our shareholder and to the evolving creativity and 
energy of Delta’s people. It will help guide us as we make decisions in a cohesive and responsible 
manner as we focus our resources and advance Delta’s standing in the hospitality industry. 
 
By sharing the corporate strategic plan with every level of the organization we are providing 
everyone with the tools to allow Delta to exceed expectations. We encourage every Delta hotel to 
develop a complementary plan and reflect on how you contribute to the achievement of our shared 
mission. Together we can build Delta into Canada’s best hotel brand.
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